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Abstract—Electrocorticography (ECoG) is an important area
of research for Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) development.
ECoG, along with some other biopotentials, has spectral char-
acteristics that can be exploited for more optimal front-end
performance than is achievable with conventional techniques.
This paper optimizes noise performance of such a system and dis-
cusses an equalization technique that reduces the analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) dynamic range requirements and eliminates
the need for a variable gain amplifier (VGA). We demonstrate a
fabricated prototype in 1p9m 65 nm CMOS that takes advantage
of the presented findings to achieve high-fidelity, full-spectrum
ECoG recording. It requires 1.08 over a 150 Hz bandwidth
for the entire analog front end and only 7 bits of ADC resolution.
Index Terms—Biopotential, brain-computer interface (BCI),

electrocorticography (ECoG), flicker noise, low-power, neural
amplifier.

I. INTRODUCTION

E LECTROCORTICOGRAPHY (ECoG), the recording of
aggregate neuronal activity at the surface of the cortex, is

a powerful technique for acquiring cortical information. ECoG
has historically been used in the treatment of epilepsy to pin-
point the locus of seizures, but has recently become an inter-
esting area of study for Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) re-
search [1].
While neural activity is often measured by directly observing

individual neurons, there is significant information contained
in the local field potential (LFP), which is the sum of a large
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number of neural activities aggregated into slowly moving ex-
tracellular potential changes. LFPs can be recorded in different
ways. The most invasive technique employs penetrating elec-
trodes, which pierce the pial surface of the cortex and provide
the highest spatial resolution. Electroencephalography (EEG)
relies on measurements from outside the skull on the surface of
the skin, and is the least invasive. EEG does not require surgery,
but has significantly lower spatial resolution and signal ampli-
tude. ECoG represents an advantageous middle ground between
these two extremes. ECoG requires surgery but does not involve
the extensive brain trauma and subsequent tissue response pro-
duced by penetrating electrodes; the technique can still capture
important neural information with the high spatial and temporal
resolution critical for BCI research. [2].
However, ECoG instrumentation both in the lab and in

the clinic has some critical drawbacks for BCI research. The
recording equipment is rack mounted with long tethers con-
nected to the subjects. This measurement setup is problematic
because it makes it difficult for the subject to behave naturally,
induces motion artifacts, and limits recording times; addi-
tionally, long-term transdermal connections commonly cause
chronic infection. As a result of these requirements, there is a
need for high-density wireless ECoG recording sensor systems.
Accordingly, there has been significant research effort into this
problem in recent years [3]–[8].
Most existing systems are designed to be agnostic to unique

ECoG signal characteristics, primarily, the inversely propor-
tional relationship between signal power and frequency. In this
paper, we discuss two ways to exploit the spectral characteris-
tics of ECoG. The first is a new target for ECoG amplifier noise
specifications based on the unique spectral characteristics and
use cases for ECoG data. This reduces power consumption and
system complexity by more accurately reflecting the require-
ments of ECoG recording. The second is to differentiate the
input ECoG signal before digitization in order to reduce the dy-
namic range requirements of the ADC.We demonstrate a proto-
type utilizing these approaches with prerecorded and real-time
in-vivo recordings.
In Section II we discuss the nature, utility, and future needs of

ECoG for BCI applications. Section III discusses some proper-
ties of ECoG that can be exploited for optimal front-end design.
Section IV describes the prototype developed to test these ideas,
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Fig. 1. An ECoG electrode grid implanted in human subject [9]. (a) Photo-
graph of the implanted array. (b) X-ray of the patient’s skull. IOP Publishing.
(Reproduced by permission. All rights reserved).

and Section V describes the prototype test results. Section VI
shows the prototype recording in-vivo, and finally Section VII
draws conclusions from this work.

II. ELECTROCORTICOGRAPHY OVERVIEW

ECoG has been a powerful tool for studying the function of
the brain since the 1950s. It was developed by neurosurgeons
Wilder Penfield and Herbert Jasper, who used electrical record-
ings from the surface of the brain to help locate sources of
epileptic seizures and deliver electrical stimulation to map cor-
tical function. This allowed surgeons to minimize the area of
resection for epilepsy treatment [10]. In current practice, ECoG
arrays are applied as a strip or grid of metal electrode pads
(see Fig. 1). ECoG arrays are used extensively in rodents and
non-human primates; in humans it has demonstrated utility in
neurophysiology and BCI research [11].

A. The Nature of ECoG Signals
Electrical activity recorded from the surface of the brain re-

flects a complex summation of activity from the neural tissue
below the electrode. The spatial and temporal organization of
neurons underneath a contact both contribute to the acquired
signal. Modeling work [12] and non-human primate research
[13], [14] conclude that much of the ECoG signal comes from
the underlying, axially oriented pyramidal cell dipoles. From
100–10,000 cells up to 0.5 mm away contribute to the signal
acquired by an electrode [15], [16]. Additional modeling shows
that the primary contribution to a distant LFP comes not only
from the intrinsic synaptic potentials of a population of cells
but also the phase synchrony of these potentials.
A number of oscillatory components within specific fre-

quency ranges (bands) have been described in electrocor-
ticography. These bands reflect anatomical and functional
characteristics of cortical and subcortical networks and their
interactions, and they are correlated with a variety of cognitive
processes and behaviors. Starting with the lowest frequency,
researchers have distinguished the following bands: (1–4 Hz),
(4–8 Hz), (8–13 Hz), (15–30 Hz), (30–60 Hz), and

high- ( 60 Hz). These rhythms have been tied to cortical
activity during language production and understanding [17],
[18], vision [19], movement [20], and movement planning [21],
among others.
Fig. 2 shows the time and frequency domain behavior of

ECoG recorded from a quietly sitting macaque monkey. Its am-
plitude clearly shows a characteristic attenuation as a function of

frequency. There is typically an increase in power spectral den-
sity (PSD) in the beta band (the ‘ -bump’), and a rapid attenua-
tion at higher frequencies, including and high- . The band is
thought to arise from the near-synchronous oscillatory firing of
widespread populations of neurons, and higher frequency bands
are more directly related to spatially-localized multi-unit cor-
tical activity [20], [22].

B. Utility of ECoG in BCI and Neuroscience
High-fidelity ECoG recordings have been used for a wide

range of clinical applications and investigations of basic re-
search principles. ECoG has been validated as both as a tool
for investigating new phenomena in the brain as well as a
viable control platform for a variety of output technologies.
ECoG signals have been recorded, decoded, and/or volitionally
modulated to control cursors on computer screens [1], move
robotic arms for paralyzed patients [23], and decode individual
finger movements [24]. For the treatment of epilepsy, ECoG
activity can be used to detect pre-ictal activity and deliver
electrical stimulation to preempt and stop intractable seizures
[25]. In most of these applications, high-frequency components
of ECoG ( and high- ), have consistently provided the most
relevant features. These small and highly-localized signals are
the most difficult to record using current technology.

C. Future Needs for Brain Computer Interfaces
Long-term recording of ECoG has been validated with a

variety of clinical uses; however, one of the primary concerns
with current technology is the longevity of wired systems.
Electrode design and encapsulation techniques have been
developed that minimize the risk of infection around implanted
wires. New electrode materials and geometries have been
shown to take advantage of the body’s natural healing and
defense responses to ensure that implanted systems are stable
long term without signal degradation [26]. The development
of power-efficient electronics for scalable, high-density, and
wireless ECoG recording remains an open technical challenge.

III. EXPLOITING THE ECOG PSD FOR EFFICIENT DESIGN

The unique frequency characteristics of ECoG and the re-
liance on the PSD for analysis allow for more efficient design
than is possible with a conventional analog front end (AFE). As
seen in Fig. 2 and described in Fig. 3, the ECoG power spec-
trum does not have consistent amplitude throughout the range
of frequencies. Instead, it attenuates with frequency. It has been
proposed that the power spectrum decays approximately with

below 80 Hz and at above [28].
We can improve circuit performance without loss in signal fi-

delity by taking advantage of the ECoG PSD. First, it is reason-
able to neglect 1/f noise under certain conditions that will be dis-
cussed in the next section. Second, the use of an integrated noise
specification typically results in overdesign. We propose an al-
ternate spot noise target. This will reduce the amplifier power re-
quirements by easing the amplifier noise requirements. Finally,
wewill show that utilizing an analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
in the conventional sense is inefficient, as the quantization noise
has a mostly constant PSD across frequency. A very high-res-
olution ADC is required to digitize the full signal range, but
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Fig. 2. Characteristics of recorded ECoG from an awake macaque monkey. (a) One second of ECoG data. (b) PSD of 30 seconds of ECoG data. The bold line
corresponds to the PSD mean of 12 channels. (c) Spectrogram corresponding to one channel of (b). Data was recorded on a g.USB Biosignal Amplifier (Guger
Technologies, Graz Austria), AC coupled with a 10 mHz cutoff frequency sampled at 4.8 kHz.

Fig. 3. Typical PSD of ECoG and representative noise PSD of a low-noise
amplifier [27].

this can be reduced by addressing the differences between the
ECoG PSD and the PSD of the ADC quantization noise. These
optimizations, made possible by examining the ECoG PSD, can
offer significant power savings and circuit complexity reduction
over conventional methods.

A. Determining Requirements for SNR

The ECoG data in Fig. 2 shows a strong frequency depen-
dence, as discussed in Section II. These spectral characteristics
drive analysis of ECoG signals into the frequency domain, or
into sub-banded time domain slices for each of the identified
ECoG bands. Consequently, a more suitable approach for deter-
mining ECoG noise requirements is to use a bandwidth appro-
priate to the analysis, instead of the noise integrated over the en-
tire ECoG spectrum. In the case of spectrograms, as in Fig. 2(c),
this is typically on the order of a 1 Hz bandwidth. For time do-
main analysis, the uppermost band (high- ) has the smallest am-
plitude, and will drive noise requirements in the time-domain
context.
Consider the model described in [28] and shown in Fig. 3. As

more signal is integrated below the maximum frequency of in-
terest, the SNR will always increase because the ratio of signal
to noise increases as frequency decreases. As a result, the worst
case noise requirements are at the maximum in-band frequency.
Integrating the noise through the high- band will still be a less
stringent requirement than achieving adequate SNR to properly
record the highest frequency bin of the spectrogram. As a result,
the spot noise at this frequency should drive the noise specifica-
tions beyond those required for time-domain analysis.

Fig. 4 compares the traditional integrated noise metric (from
1–150 Hz) with the spot noise metric (at 150 Hz). This analysis
can be generalized to other maximum frequency choices. The
contour plots show the dependence of input-referred total inte-
grated noise and spot noise, respectively, on the input-referred
thermal noise and noise corner. It is clear in Fig. 4(a) that for in-
tegrated noise, flicker noise has a significant impact. However,
in Fig. 4(b), flicker noise remains insignificant to approximately
a 100 Hz noise corner. An integrated noise specification forces
the design to account for flicker noise that may not affect per-
formance for this application.
Secondly, compare the required input referred thermal noise

for a 1 integrated noise target with a 100 spot
noise target. A 1 integrated noise target requires approx-
imately 85 of thermal noise PSD, assuming ideal
elimination of flicker noise. The 100 spot noise target
requires 100 thermal noise floor. A 15% reduction
in noise results in a 27% reduction in power because of the
quadratic relationship between noise and bias current. More
importantly, ECoG research is beginning to look at higher
bandwidths (e.g., 500 Hz–1 kHz) [8], and at 500 Hz the re-
quired thermal noise floor is 45 . Because ECoG
amplifiers are noise limited, a spot noise specification of
100 could result in a four-fold decrease in power con-
sumption. Whether the use of spot noise results in significant
power savings or not, the spot noise metric is more closely
coupled to the actual noise requirements for this use case than
a broadband integrated noise specification, and will result in a
better understanding of the system requirements.
To assess whether targeting a spot noise of 100 is

sufficient to accurately record real data and view it in the time
domain, consider Fig. 5. In this figure the SNR of the average
PSD shown in Fig. 2(b) versus the designed amplifier noise
specifications is shown. Note that the scale of the amplitudes in
Fig. 2(b) are considerably smaller than those seen in other work
(e.g., [28]), so this represents a fairly conservative analysis. It
also suggests that the spot noise target should be conservatively
designed to accomodate a variety of recording scenarios, which
is why we have chosen 100 .
Fig. 5(a) shows that the SNR is quite high for a 100

thermal noise floor with a 100 Hz noise corner. There is consid-
erable dependence on the flicker noise, but the SNR is still suffi-
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Fig. 4. Contour plots comparing the difference in required noise performance when utilizing a total integrated noise target from 1–150 Hz versus targeting the
spot noise at 150 Hz. (a) Integrated noise plotted against both thermal and flicker noise. (b) Spot noise plotted against both thermal and flicker noise.

Fig. 5. SNR for a designed level of noise performance in the and high- bands. The contour plots clearly show that the SNR is quite high in the band for
any choice that achieves good SNR in the high- band. The plots also show that the SNR in the high- band is relatively insensitive to the noise corner as long as
that noise corner is not significantly higher than the band itself. (a) SNR in the band of prerecorded data from Fig. 2(b) plotted against both thermal and flicker
noise. (b) SNR in the high- band of prerecorded data from Fig. 2(b) plotted against both thermal and flicker noise.

cient ( 30 dB). Fig. 5(b) shows that even these relatively small
signals still have more than 10 dB of SNR under the designed
conditions. As a point of reference, the mean PSD of Fig. 2(b)
at 150 Hz is 260 RMS, giving a spot SNR of 8.3 dB
at 150 Hz.
Given this new spot noise target, the traditional noise effi-

ciency factor (NEF) expression [29] must be altered slightly.
The resulting expression is shown in (1).

(1)

The results of this analysis are twofold. First, there is no need
to try to suppress 1/f noise if the maximum-frequency SNR is
sufficient. Second, overall noise requirements for the amplifier
can be relaxed to reduce amplifier power consumption. In this
paper we show a prototype that validates both of these assump-
tions.

B. Optimizing ADC Resolution Requirements
With ECoG PSD characterized by and attenuation

with frequency, the SNR at the maximum frequency is much
smaller than the total SNR required across frequencies. This
leads to inflated ADC requirements to accommodate the en-
tire signal dynamic range simultaneously. A highly calibrated
variable-gain amplifier (VGA) can somewhat mitigate these re-
quirements by ensuring that the entire ADC range is used for
a given channel (eliminating the variable amplitude from elec-
trode to electrode). A VGA combined with a tunable high-pass
filter can also be used, but in this case the entire ECoG spectrum
is not simultaneously available; this significantly decreases the
utility for BCI.
The full dynamic range of the ADC can be utilized at all fre-

quencies by reshaping the waveform into a signal with a more
consistent amplitude across the frequency spectrum. One simple
way to equalize the signal spectrum is to perform differentiation.
This, to first-order, makes the resulting spectrum white because
the signal is primarily proportional to . After differentiation
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and digitization, the signal can be recovered with low overhead
using a digital integrator. Accordingly, the primary component
of signal amplitude variation, the variation across frequency, is
dramatically reduced by equalizing this spectrum before digi-
tization. Differentiation of a signal decreases the amplitude of
the signal by an additional 20 dB for each decade of frequency
range. Over the range from 1–150 Hz, this reduces the low fre-
quency content by 43 dB with respect to the high-frequency
signal. The high-frequency signal is more than 43 dB below the
low-frequency signal before differentiation, so this ideally re-
sults in a 43 dB reduction in dynamic range, which corresponds
to more than 6 bits of ADC resolution.
The idea of preemphasizing parts of the ECoG spectrum is not

new. In [30] the authors create a pre-emphasis at high- signal
frequencies. This technique has a particular corner frequency
that must be precisely calibrated for proper reconstruction. In
another case, [5], the authors sub-band the data at different fre-
quencies before digitization, which also reduces the total signal
dynamic range but precludes native viewing the entire ECoG
band. In [31], the authors describe a “folding” technique, where
the signal is reset to a default DC value when it increases beyond
a threshold. This technique requires significant post-processing
to recover the original signal, but can reduce the ADC resolu-
tion requirement.
In [32] the authors show the efficacy of implementing a high-

pass corner at 100 Hz using discrete devices, and proves that
highly reliable reconstruction is possible. This technique is also
utilized in [33] for a penetrating electrode recording system
using a switch capacitor filter to implement the high-pass corner.
By performing this operation in the first stage, the authors re-
duce the size of the required input capacitors by relaxing the
high-pass corner requirements of the system. This can signif-
icantly reduce the chip area of an amplifier channel, as these
amplifiers are typically limited by the size of the AC coupling
capacitors at their input. However, when the spectrum shaping
is implemented in the first stage, the amplifier’s flicker noise
becomes the dominant contributor to SNR degradation at low
frequencies.

C. Proposed Signal Chain

One way of implementing this analog-differentiator, digital-
integrator scheme is shown in Fig. 6. It utilizes the Low-Noise
Amplifier (LNA) then VGA neural amplifier scheme first pro-
posed in [34] and widely used since, but replaces the VGA with
an analog high-pass filter with a corner above the maximum
frequency desired, which serves as a differentiator. By placing
the spectrum shaping circuit in the second stage, we reduce the
noise requirements of the first stage and can apply the ideas pre-
sented in Section III-A. After the ADC, data is recovered by a
digital accumulator, recovering a very accurate version of the
original signal with relaxed ADC requirements and without the
need for VGA calibration.
To understand how quantization affects the overall SNR of

the system when it is shaped as described in Fig. 6, consider
Fig. 7. This figure shows the output-referred SNR of the average
PSD in Fig. 2(b) versus frequency for electrical and quantization
noise over several different quantization levels. ECoG signals

Fig. 6. Conceptual block diagram of signal chain [27].

Fig. 7. Plot of output referred SNR versus both physical and quantization noise
for the average PSD shown in Fig. 2(b). The quantization noise was calculated
using and . At , the signal begins to degrade
significantly.

satisfy all of Bennett’s Criteria [35], and therefore the quan-
tization noise can be considered to be random, which results
in the familiar quantization noise PSD . This
is analyzed along with thermal noise to produce Fig. 7, which
shows that for , the system begins to significantly de-
grade the signal. The most significant degradation occurs at low
frequency. The precise quantization level neededwill depend on
the spectral content of the channel. This data has a much smaller
amplitude than the model in [28] and weakens at low frequency,
as can be seen in Fig. 2(b), with relatively low power in the
and bands. Thus, the SNR is lower at very low frequencies
while our model would have predicted a constant SNR. As pre-
viously stated, this suggests that there is considerable variability
in ECoG signals, and design should be conservative.
Using this technique, we have eliminated the need for a VGA

and have reduced the required ADC resolution. Eliminating the
VGA still yields significant ADC resolution savings because the
VGA addresses variability in signal amplitude between chan-
nels and across time, while the differentiator addresses the vari-
ability in signal amplitude from low-to-high frequencies.
Elimination of the VGA is critical for large-scale ECoG sys-

tems, because individually tuning hundreds of amplifier chan-
nels is an intractable problem. While this system does not di-
rectly address the channel to channel variation of the signal that
makes a VGA necessary, it does reduce the dynamic range of an
individual channel. This makes the need for precisely controlled
dynamic range less important, which allows for a greater toler-
ance in second stage gain. This allows designers to remove the
VGAwithout having to significantly overdesign dynamic range.
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Fig. 8. Block diagram of prototype ECoG signal chain with off-chip ADC.
Modified from [27]. , , , ,

. All are metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors with a density
of 2 .

Our implementation, as shown conceptually in Fig. 6 does not
have a VGA.
Automatic gain control (AGC) is an alternative method for

eliminating individual VGA tuning [36], [37], but it requires
complicated digital control schemes that consume additional
power. Converting a gain stage into a differentiating stage does
not nominally consume any additional power. In reality, imple-
menting both an AGC scheme and this differentiation scheme
would minimize the required ADC resolution. These schemes
are complimentary if the resulting reduction in ADC power
from the AGC scheme is larger than the power consumed by
the AGC scheme itself.

IV. PROTOTYPE AMPLIFIER DESIGN

Fig. 8 shows the constructed front-end block diagram. The
first amplifier stage is an LNA that uses capacitive feedback to
AC couple the signal with pseudoresistors to create a high-pass
corner below 1 Hz. and were sized to produce 40 dB of
gain in the pass band while keeping the low pass corner cre-
ated with the pseudoresistors below 1 Hz. The amplifier was
compensated to produce a low-pass pole at 250 Hz to ease the
antialiasing filter requirements, making the overall stage have a
bandpass response.
The second stage performs the differentation of the input

signal. The stage is similar to the first, but instead of pseu-
doresistors it utilizes cells to create a high-pass corner at
200 Hz. This filter serves as a differentiator for all signals in the
passband of the first stage. Once again, the stage is compensated
to place a pole at 250 Hz to ease antialiasing requirements.
After amplification and conditioning the signal is additionally

antialiased in two successive filters and is then ready to
be digitized with an ADC.
The transistor-level schematic of the first- and second-stage

operational amplifiers is shown in Fig. 9. The topology is iden-
tical for both stages, but they differ in bias conditions and tran-
sistor geometry because of their different performance require-
ments. The topology utilizes tail current source-based common-
mode feedback for both stages, making both the first and second
stage of the op-amp self-biased and fully differential. While less
linear than resistive sensing of the common-mode, this scheme
is practically realizable for ultra-low-power amplifiers and does
not require an external common-mode feedback voltage. Ad-
ditionally, using this self-biased scheme, there is no additional
current consumed for the comparison of common-mode voltage.

Fig. 9. Opamp topology for both amplifier stages [27].

Fig. 10. Fabricated die photo [27].

Fig. 11. Measured AFEmagnitude response and input-referred noise PSD [27].

The amplifier operates from a supply voltage of 1 V, but all de-
vices are 2.5 V I/O devices to reduce gate leakage for these large
and low-bias-current devices.
In the first stage, the bias current and device geometry are

increased in the legs for improved 1/f and thermal noise
performance. This stage has a forward biased bulk voltage
to reduce the required of these devices. The amplifiers are
compensated for stability using standard lead compensation.

V. PROTOTYPE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The prototype discussed in Section IV was fabricated in a

1p9m 65 nm CMOS process. A die photo of the resulting IC
is shown in Fig. 10. While the chip was fabricated with an
ADC on-chip, we bypassed this ADC for the purposes of this
paper in order to better understand the ADC requirements. A
single ECoG amplifier channel is on the chip with dimensions
of 511 by 167 .
The resulting transfer function and noise performance for

the fabricated chip are shown in Fig. 11. The amplifier has a
40 dB/decade high-pass filter for low frequencies that decreases
to 20 dB/decade high-pass at 0.5 Hz. This 20 dB/decade high-
pass behavior corresponds to integration in the signal band of in-
terest. Above the maximum frequency of 150 Hz several poles
from the amplifier compensation and antialias filtering orches-
trate an 80 dB/decade rolloff. The input referred noise plot in
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Fig. 12. Comparison of prerecorded data to same data after processing with AFE. (a) Represents data in original form. (b) Represents data from the same channel
with doubled signal power that verifies the low-frequency saturation hypothesis.

Fig. 11(b) shows that 1/f noise is present, as expected, and that
the system achieves a noise floor of 112 at 150 Hz, the
designed maximum frequency of interest. This measurement is
close to the designed target of 100 discussed in Sec-
tion II.

A. Signal Fidelity Testing

A first comparison of prerecorded ECoG data with the same
data run through this prototype system is shown in Fig. 12(a).
This figure shows good fidelity throughout the fre-
quency range except at the lower end of the spectrum. The
discrepancy is due to saturation in the first amplifier stage for
large, low-frequency signal content. This is especially preva-
lent during large motion artifact events, which is not a primary
concern as this is work toward a future fully-implanted system,
which will not be subject to the same large scale motion arti-
facts. These motion artifacts are a part of the prerecorded data,
and are due to the test setup used to record the data on an awake
and moving macaque monkey.
Fig. 12(a) primarily shows that this particular prototype does

not have sufficient dynamic range to accommodate a signal as
large as the prerecorded data used without some saturation.
In simulation, the 1% total harmonic distortion (THD) of the
front-end is 4 mV peak-to-peak, which is typically sufficient
for ECoG applications. However, this dataset has spikes as
large as 8 mV peak-to-peak.
By reducing the PSD of the same channel’s signal by a factor

of 2 before it is input to the amplifier, as seen in Fig. 12(b) (with
a slight time shift), we see that the correlation issues at low
frequencies disappear, and we end up with a very high overall
correlation rate of . There is no strong frequency
component to the correlation. This result supports the hypoth-
esis that saturation is the root cause of the poorly correlated
low-frequency signal, and suggests that the gain of the LNA
stage should be lower in order to accomodate signals larger than
4 mV peak-to-peak. This would increase the power required for
the first stage.

B. Required ADC Resolution

Fig. 13 shows how the correlation between the prerecorded
spectra in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b) is affected by the number of
bits used for digitization. This experiment was conducted via

Fig. 13. Change in correlation with ADC resolution for the prerecorded ECoG
data in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 12(b).

post-processing in Matlab using various quantization levels as-
suming a 1 V referenced ADC. In all cases the data were sam-
pled at 1 kS/s. For the original waveform, correlation is highly
consistent down to 6-bits; below 6 bits there is deterioration of
the signal quality.
In the scaled waveform shown in Fig. 12(b), correlation is

degraded somewhat earlier, below 7-bits of resolution. This is
expected for a direct scaling of the original signal. 7-bit ADC
resolution is still sufficient to achieve high fidelity
to the prerecorded data.

C. Comparison to State-of-the-Art
Table I shows the results of this prototype compared to other

ECoG recording designs. This system achieves the lowest
power per channel of the listed amplifiers. This is not primarily
due to more efficient amplifier design, as the spot-NEF and
spot-PEF figures show. Instead, we have reduced the power
requirements by targeting an appropriate noise specification as
discussed in Section III.
Most of the other specifications are comparable to other state-

of-the-art works, but note that this system is capable of being
digitized by a 7-bit ADC. This is significantly lower than any
other systemwith the exception of [5], which sub-bands the data
and does not allow for simultaneous recording of full-spectrum
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TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF PROTOTYPE WITH OTHER ECOG AFES

At 150 Hz, [4] is at 100 Hz [38] Includes bias circuits EEG amplifier Sub-bands signal to reduce resolution Direct digital
conversion from multiplexed array Based on analysis in Section V Requires off-chip filter

Fig. 14. Spectrogram at amplifier output of 60 s of in-vivo recording of a sedated macaque monkey using the prototype chip before and after integration.
(a) Spectrogram of amplifier output before integration. (b) Spectrogram of amplifier output after integration.

ECoG. Note that most other systems without a VGA require
substantially higher ADC resolution. Our system outperforms
all listed systems at full signal reconstruction.

VI. In-Vivo MEASUREMENT RESULTS
In addition to the prerecorded data used in Section V, the

prototype AFE was also tested in-vivo on a non-human pri-
mate to verify that the system is capable of recording electro-
physiological data in a normal preparation. A sedated macaque
monkey with previously implanted 250 um platinum/iridium
rod electrodes placed over primary motor cortex was connected
to the prototype amplifier using approximately 12 inches of un-
shielded wire. The positive amplifier terminal was connected to
a surface electrode and the negative terminal was connected to
the ground screw located in the animal’s skull. Sixty seconds of
data were recorded through the amplifiers and output to an ex-
ternal ADC. The resulting spectrograms and PSD, both before
and after integration, are shown in the Figs. 14 and 15, respec-
tively.
As can be seen from the figure, the AFE successfully records

in-vivo neural data. The signal power shows a characteristic
decay with frequency (once recovered with integration). There
is a significant 60 Hz peak on the amplifier output caused by

the unshielded inputs, but this interference does not saturate the
amplifier. Additionally, there is a second harmonic at 120 Hz,
approximately 30 dB below the first harmonic. This is caused
by differences between the active and reference electrode wire
lengths, which differentially couple 60 Hz and its harmonics to
the amplifier input. Both the 60 Hz and 120 Hz harmonics are
due to conditions imposed by the test environment available for
this experiment. As shown in Fig. 12, the system has sufficient
CMRR and PSRR to reject 60 Hz in situations where the input
leads are well matched.
Before integration, the signal has approximately 18 dB of

dynamic range. After integration, the recovered signal has
35 dB of dynamic range, so in this particular case the ADC
dynamic range required is approximately half of that required
for a normal AFE.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed techniques for AFE design
specific to electrocorticography. Amplifier efficiency can be im-
proved by properly accounting for performance as it relates
specifically to the signal of interest. We have shown that it is
possible to decrease the required ADC resolution to 7-bits while
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Fig. 15. PSD of output spectrograms presented in Fig. 14. This figure shows a characteristic neural signature in (b). (a) Before integration; (b) after integration.

simultaneously eliminating the need for a VGA. We have also
shown that the noise performance requirements of ECoG are
much less aggressive than are typically implemented on neural
interface recording AFEs, which led to power savings in this
prototype, and can potentially yield significant additional sav-
ings if these findings are utilized more aggressively and over
larger frequency ranges. Our differentiation technique has been
successfully implemented for ECoG, and could have utility for
other biopotentials that have similar underlying PSD charac-
teristics. Reducing the power budget for recording channels is
highly desirable, especially for high-density wireless recording,
so these improvements will assist in enabling future wireless
high-density ECoG recording systems.
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